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Abstract: This paper is a report of a newly initiated project to enhance studen.t 
engagement in a systems engineering program that is delivered by both video Tcte-
education and web conferencing. This project employed a redesign of a traditional 
orientation, cypicatly delivered to focus on program description, academic requlrements, 
and introduction of key stakeholders and their roles in support of distance education. A 
second phase was developed to teach fundamental skills associated with success in higher 
education with a focus on improving learning strategies and self-management skills to 
help students bcucr organize, prepare, and perfonn effectively in e graduate academic 
environment. This new phase was also designed to help students understand their own 
cognitive processes and what strategies work best for them in improving learning. This 
links to success in acadeana and career. 
Introduction 
Efforts at implementing distance education programs have given rise 10.' more student-centered 
approaches to education. Accompanying this trend has been the rise and pro1iferation of student success 
programs for both undergraduate nnd graduate programs, resident and non-resident. The students featured 
in this report are all non-resident, full-time Department of Defense (DoD) employees and active military 
officers at Navy laboratories around the world. Efforts to build a learning community with full-time 
working students can present many challeriges. It is essential that our students are well-informed and 
oriented at the onset of their program. lbe great majority of our students have been oul of n structured 
educational environment for many years. Many have not experienced the challenges of graduate education. 
Moreover, most new distance education students have not benefited from a learning community where 
feedback about perceptions and uncertainties can be readily obtained. Compounding lhis challenge is the 
reality that our students ~ highly dispersed geographically. 
The authors have served as program managers for this program and have gathered lessons learned 
over an eleven-year period of time. Considering student issues with time management, compatibility with 
the learning environment after long absences, and attrition, we placed a strong emphasis on conducting 
good orientations for our students. Our typical orientation for systems engineering distributed education 
students focuses on program description, academic requirements, and introduction of key administrators, 
faculty, nnd stakeholders and their roles in support of distance education. Our students also have access to 
a SAKAI site that serves as a repository of pro~ and university related information, including a distance 
learning handbook with relevant stakeholder information. Based on lhe authors' observations, we felt the 
need for a second phase orientation that would be placed after the program and academic brief, and before 
the start of classes. The second orientation session, named, "Graduate Success Seminar'' (GSS), is one 
where fundamental skills and approaches to study associated with success in higher education is 
emphasized along with an introduction to the technology and pedagogy used lo field their particular 
program. The primary emphasis during the GSS would.be: identifying perceptual.styles related to problem 
solving and team interactions; identifying preferred learning style to organize learning activities and, to · 
determine the best strategy for learning new material and applying critical thinking techniqlies in problem 
solving situations. The GSS also employs a technology tutorial to complement the student handbook on 
issues related to the cohort's particular delivery method. The key focus here, given that all faculty employ 
a SAKAI course site, and knowing that many cohorts are delivered via web-conferencing 
(EUUMINATE), was to make the technology as transparent as possible and not get in the way of learning • 
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Background 
The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) has been involved in distance education and learning since 
the mid 1950's. In the mid-90's, distance education programs exploded across the campus largely due to 
an expanding custom~r based fueled by the infonnation technology revolution. From a strategic planning 
perspective, a big question for NPs-was whether the traditional model for developing, managing and 
evaluating resident programs _ needed to change for distance education programs. Distance· learning 
instructional modalities vary and tlie needs of distance education faculty and students may vary· as well. In 
a recent accounting, NPS had a total student enrollment of 2,420 students. Of those students, J,028 were 
non-resident. Of the non-resident students, about 77 % (792) are pursuing a degree. Considering student 
enrollment in all distwtce education programs at NPS, about 58 % are DoD civilians, while· 42 % are 
military. In particular, in the last ten years, NPS has experienced asymptotic. growth in its distance 
education programs. This has been especially n~~d in the area of systems engineering. 
Program R:eviewed 
The Systems Engineering Non-Resident Master's Degree Program (Curriculum 311) is designed 
for Department of Defense organizations involved in a wide range of systems engineering and integration 
challenges. These organizations partner with NPS to educate and train engineers with too1s and . 
'technologies relevant to their work, resulting in employees with greater knowledge and expertise to enable 
them to better meet the needs of their customers. Typically, DoD organizations provide the students and 
the Naval Postgraduate School provides instruction and hands-on experience. Courses are delivered at the 
students' local site using a combination of on-site instruction, video tele-conferencing, web-conferencing 
and/or web enhanced online courses. 
Components of the Graduate Success Seminar (GSS) 
The ass consists of four components. 
Fi.rSt Component 
The first component will assess learning styles. The Index of.Leaming style~ (ILS) is a forty-four-
item forced-choice instrument deleloped in 1991 by Rich~ Felder and Barbara· Soloman to assess 
preferences on · the · four · scales _ of the 
Felder·Silvennan inodel (1998). The Index of Learning Styles is made' available through a link to Dr. 
Feldman's home page, where there is also a wealth of information on engineering students and ~earch on 
learning styles •. We fe]t that of the many leilrning sty1e instruments available, the Feldman and Silvennan 
(1988) model would be most compatible' with engineering · students. Students ·are rated on four 
dichotomous scales, with descriptions from the authors: · · · · . · 
1. Active and Reflective Learners - .. Active leame~ ten~ to' retain and unders~d infonnation 
best by doing something active with it-discussing or applying it or explaini~g it to othe~. Reflec~vc 
learners prefer to think about it quietly first." · . · · 
2. Sensing Wld Intuitive Learners - "Sensing learners tend to like learning facts. Intuitive ~earners 
often prefer discovering possibilities and relationships." · · · '· · . . . 
3. Visual and Vernal Learners - "Vis.ual learners remember ·best what they see-pictures, 
diagrams, flow charts, time- Jines, films, and demonstrations, Verbal learners get more o_ut of words-
written and spoken explanations." · ' · · · · · · 
· 4. Sequential and Global Learners ;.... "Sequential learners tend to gain understanding in linear 
steps, with each step following l!)gically from the -previous one. Global learners tend to learn in large 
jumps; absorbing material almost randomly_ without seeing co_nnections,·and then suddenly getting it.11 -
. Similar to· the Meyers-Briggs and the Keirsey Temperament Sorter, the scale that presents the 
most difficulty with individuals 'who have opposing styl~ or pr~feren~es is. Sensing· and Intuitive. Here 
Felder and Silvennnn point out the mismatch that often occurs w1th .engmeenng stude~ts 8?d faculty. The 
most common case presents intuitive faculty and sensing students. Although the engmeenng faculty may 
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have been "Sensing" at one time, as a result of graduate ed~ca~ion, ''Jntuiti.ve ... styles likely evolved as a 
successful strategy for one in higher education. The pomt 1s that, as ID ~ght-handed?ess and. Jeft-
handedness one can cultivate an opposite, non-preferred style to enhance one s progress ID a particular 
environme~t or career. Koohang and Durante (2003) assert Iha~ distance education .instructors ~houJd be 
very aware of how students perceive and react to their courses since student perceptmns and atutudes. are 
critical to motivation and learning. According to Hill (2010), for a student to be most successful m a 
·distance education course, he or she must have a learning style that is compatible .with the demands of the 
'course as well. Felder and Spurlin (2005) indicate that a balance must be found between facilitators' 
instructional methods and students' learning styles, .. .'."Adu1t students desire to be taught partly in a manner 
they prefer, which leads to an increased comfon level and willingness to leai"n, and partly in a less preferred 
manner, which provides practice and feedback in ways of thinking and solving problems which they may 
not initially be comfonable with but which they will have to use to be fully effective professionals". 
The extent to which learning styles have been observed is noted in the literature as well. 
Gunawardena and Mclsaac (1996} observed that when students are able to understand their learning styles, 
overall satisfaction and interaction among the learners increases. "When mismatches exist between learning 
styles of most students in a class and the teaching style of the professor, the students may become bored 
and inattentive in class, do poorly on tests, get discouraged about the courses, the curriculum, and 
themselves, and in some cases change to other curricula or drop out of school". Carey and Carey (2000) 
discussed the merits of being responsive to a wide array of learning styles. They maintained that 
recognition of the importance of learning styles can lead to a reduction of student stress and anxiety, 
improvement in course satisfaction, and increase student perceptions of distance education. Moreover, 
Felder and Spurlin (2005) re-emphasized that a balance must be found between facilitators' instructional 
methods and students' learning styles. Based on these findings, we plan to invite faculty to complete the 
ILS and participate with students in the 9ss. 
Second Component 
The second component of the GSS will assess Meyers-Briggs type and temperament preferences. 
The Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) has been of considerable interest to engineering faculty 
planning teamwork and other aspects of instruction. The MBTI typology_ will be obtained with the Kcirsey 
Temperament Sorter, since it produces the same typologies, and is more accessibJc to students. Knowing 
the MBTI type distributions among engineering students can be of use in planning instruction. The MBTI 
offers a systematic means of identifying differences among students with respect to their preferences for 
perceiving inf ormalion and making decisions. Chang and Chang (2000) also stated that the MBTI is often 
us.ed by educ;ators to identify students' learning styles and to provide career guidance and improve 
retention. In this context, the authors describe the dichotomous preferences for each of the four scales. The 
El scale depicts individuals who pref er ~xtravcrsion as directing energy in the outer world, communicating 
more by talking, seeking action and variety. Individuals described as introverts are described as reflexive 
observational learning types, preferring lecture formats. The SN scale looks at how individuals acquire 
information. Sensing types tend to p~fer concrete, experiential learning. Intuitive types are described BS 
abstract conceptual learners who are comfortable with academic and reflexive context. The TF scale 
considers how individuals make decisions and come to conclusions. Thinking types are descn'bed BS 
sequential ~d ?bstrac~ conceptual learners with a talent for problem analyis. FeeJing types are considered 
more expenentu11ly onented. FinaUy. the JP scale looks at how one orients to the external world. Judging 
types tend to like structure.in learning, and are high in fact ·retention and academic comfort. Perceiving 
types enjoy experiential learning and collaboration. 
Analogous lo the intuitio11:. a~d sensing scale on the Index of Learning Styles, differences on the 
SN scale places some of the greatest distances between individuals. As stated by Kcirsey and Bates (1984), 
·~e two p~fe~1mces. of sensatio~ and. i~tuiti.on are, of any of the preferences, the source of the most 
mJscom~umcation, i;msu~derstandmg, v1hficat!on, defamation, and denigration." Oricifi (1997) states ho';" 
thes~ differences ~ght impact ~tudent. learnmg. These differences parallel _the findings on the ILS. 
Sens~ng t?'Pes grav1~t~ toward 1nstrucuon that calls for · observation of. sequential steps pertaining to 
practtcal issues. In~u1tive types respond better to .relationship instruction and appreciate the call for 
~maginalion allowi~g them .to discover ~;w material . . As we not~ previously, these differences_;rre pol 
immutable. Accordmg _to Hogan (2009), As these are. preferences, people can and do develop skill in their 
non-p~eferred areas; but they do not change their core preferences." The author goes on to stale that not 
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~nding s~cient time in one's pref~rred modes can result in stress and lack of effectiveness. However, 
high perfonnmg students often recognize the utility of non-preferences for success in academia and career. 
Chang and Chang (2000) recommend that faculty include a broad range of activities and approaches so that 
no one typ~ of student _feels left ouL They ~int out that students learn more when the teaching style 
matches their own learmng strJe. They emphastZe that students learn even more if they are aware of how 
they learn and how lo use their strengths and develop their weak areas. Recognizing that diff crenccs exist 
across all scales in a given classroom, Chang and Chang (2000) have off cred some prescriptive 
recommendations that we feel will increase student engagement: 
1. Restructu~ ~~rriculum (class) to support and challenge each type. 
2. Create activities for students to develop other learning styles. In this particular case, the· 
authors introduce the concept of "zig-zag" process and employing this method to assist 
students in monitoring their own thinlcjng and problem solving. According 10 the authors, 
"When faced with a problem, we start with sensing to identify the facts the given realities of 
the situation. The meaning of the data, their ielationships lo prior cx~erience are given by 
intuition. Intuition also asks: What are new ways to Jook at the problems and new 
possibilities in these data for finding a solution?" From that point. the analysis moves to the 
TF dimension, were one introduces thinking judgment to analyze and identify the array of 
consequences of each of the possibilities. Finally, the possibilities are weighed by feeling 
judgment to consider the value one places on the effects of each option. We thought this was a 
useful and engaging way to have studen~ e}(ercise other styles other than their preferred one. 
3. Design projects by teaming a combination of opposite types. · · 
4. Formulate a system to assess both theoretical understanding and practical application . This 
specific recommendation calls for a holistic approach that leads to appropriate and fair 
evaluation of student performance. . 
As the authors conclude in their article, by designing systems engineering courses cognizant of the 
above recommendations, students would gain an understanding of how knowledge of their learning styles 
can result in optimum learning results. With this knowledge, students can build on their strengths and 
develop in what may have been perceived as weaknesses. 
Third Component 
The third component of the Graduate Success Seminar involves critical thinking exercises. In 
discussing electrical engineering students, Chang and Chang (2002) state lhe following: ''Engineering 
differs from most other education fields in that the graduates are expected to be able to transform their 
classroom experience into the industrial environment which requires critical thinking, design abilities, 
teamwork, management skills; in addition to fundamental scientific/engineering knowledge." Our decision 
to reference the importance of critical thinking is not. entirely new. For the past two years, we have 
provided our students, at the onset of their programs, with the text, ·~e Thinker's Guide to Engineering 
Reasoning" (Paul, Niewoehner, and Elder, 2006). However, the extent to which critical lhinlcing was 
stressed in systems engineering courses was highly dependent on which faculty· taught the course. As ~ 
result, we have made a commitment to incorporating the text in the GSS. In this part of the GSS, students 
a.re asked to read two controversial articles on the practice and profession of systems engineering. The 
articles are orthogonally related to one another. A template from the Paul, Niewoehner, and Elder text is 
used to analyze the systems engineering articles. This helps students understand the structure of the authors 
reasoning.. Having accomplished this task. students me then asked to 1) identify which article they prefer, 
2) identify what questions come to mind as thcY. read the articles, 3) identify the most important reasoning, 
the big ideas, concepts, and theories that help one better understand the nature of systems engineering, and 
4) write a definition of the current understanding of systems engineering. Students are asked to prepare this 
material in advance of the GSS session. 
During this segment of the GSS, a panel of system engineering faculty are assembled to discuss 
their views on systems, how they distinguish systems engineering, the fundamental philosophy of systems 
engineering and its provenance. Overall, we feel that this format for the critical thinking component will 
accomplishes multiple goals. We want our students to get perspective on their chosen program and field. 
The background readings and witnessing faculty views is intended to provide a holistic perspective on their 




The fourth component involves making the delivery technology as ~sparent as possible . . we 
have incorporated training in both ELLLUMINATE and SAKAI •. our key delivery ~d course support 
vehicles, respectively. Our intent is to not let the technology get in the way of learrung. Moreover, we 
want to ensure that our distance education courses are designed to optimize interaction between the faculty 
arid adult students, among students, and between students. Because of the great dispersion of our students, 
we rely on web-conferencing for our delivery system. Our experience with ELLUMINATE has proven to 
accomplish our delivery goals and the feedback from students has been positive. As stated by Schmidt and 
Brown (2004), "Students who believe that computers are useful, easy to learn, and flexible seem more 
likely to be computer literate and have sufficient knowledge to focus on the instructional content rather 
than becoming preoccupied with learning to use the new technology." 
Sununary 
A great deal of research and effort bas gone into the redesign of our orientation for Systems 
Engineering distance education program. We expect that students will be heller prepared to meet the 
challenges of graduate education. Moreover, information provided by the self-assessment instruments 
(MBTI, II..S) and the critical thinking component will be invaluable for faculty, thus lessening the 
likelihood of a mismatch in learning styles. The critical thinking component is expected to contribute to 
deeper learning and more challenging student interactions. A formative evaluation of this project is 
planned, using both student and faculty feedback to improve its effectiveness. 
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